Information required for commercializing indigenously developed Biotechnologies

1. Name/Title of the Product/process developed:
   i. Product(s):
   ii. Process(es):

2. Name and address of the investigator(s):
   (with telephone No./Fax No./E-mail No. etc)

3. Brief description of process/product indicating specific use (indicate with flow diagram/circuit diagram etc. wherever applicable) indicating the salient features of the invention.

4. Background information on the developments in the field, viz, technology alternatives in India & abroad (literature survey in brief indicating Indian and Foreign groups active in the area).

5. Level of production technology (i.e. lab level, pilot plant level etc.) and validation date, if any.


7. Main Raw Materials, chemicals and components used in production of product/development of process, and sourcing of the relevant equipment/machinery from India/abroad.

8. What contribution in technology/economic benefits the product/process is expected to make.

9. Any further developmental work required on the product/process? If so, briefly describe.

10. Market information on the existing products/processes relevant to the invention.

11. Advantage of the product/process in terms of technical superiority and cost effectiveness.

12. Work done on prototype fabrication:
   a) Has any prototype been prepared? If so, the number of prototypes already made.
   b) Has the prototype been operated successfully?
   c) Have you a set of drawings for making prototypes?

13. Is the product/process an import substitute or is developed for the first time?

14. Safety & pollution aspects of the product/process.

15. Names and addresses of entrepreneurs who may be willing to acquire this technology.
16. Have you contacted any entrepreneurs? If so, Please provide the details.

17. Terms & conditions for technology transfer. Please indicate the extent of fees in lump sum and royalties that your institute is contemplating.

18. Any other information (relevant to technology transfer) may be provided.

19. Information on IPR status- Patent application/PatenNo., Applicant(s), Inventor(s)

I / We Certify and declare that the information provided above is true and correct to the best of my / our knowledge, belief and abilities.

Date : .........................

Place : ......................... Signature of the inventor(s)